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Abstract. The sensitivity of laser interferometers can be pushed into regimes that
enable the direct observation of quantum behaviour of mechanical oscillators. In the
past, membranes with subwavelength thickness (thin films) have been proposed as
high-mechanical-quality, low-thermal-noise oscillators. Thin films from a homogenous
material, however, generally show considerable light transmission accompanied by
heating due to light absorption, which typically reduces the mechanical quality and
limits quantum opto-mechanical experiments in particular at low temperatures. In
this work, we experimentally analyze a Michelson-Sagnac interferometer including a
translucent silicon nitride (SiN) membrane with subwavelength thickness. We find
that such an interferometer provides an operational point being optimally suited
for quantum opto-mechanical experiments with translucent oscillators. In case of
a balanced beam splitter of the interferometer, the membrane can be placed at a
node of the electro-magnetic field, which simultaneously provides lowest absorption
and optimum laser noise rejection at the signal port. We compare the optical and
mechanical model of our interferometer with experimental data and confirm that the
SiN membrane can be coupled to a laser power of the order of one Watt at 1064 nm
without significantly degrading the membrane’s quality factor of the order 106 , at room
temperature.
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1. Introduction
Quantum fluctuations of a light field couple to the motion of macroscopic test mass
mirrors via momentum transfer of reflected photons, thus leading to back action noise
for a position measurement [1, 2, 3, 4]. Forthcoming 2nd generation interferometric
gravitational wave detectors such as Advanced LIGO [5], Advanced Virgo [6], GEOHF [7] and LCGT [8] will be limited by quantum noise in most of their detection
band. While the detector’s signal to shot noise ratio at high Fourier frequencies can
be improved with higher laser power, quantum radiation pressure noise will become
a limiting noise source at low frequencies [9]. However, the observation of quantum
radiation pressure will enable to test the principle of back-action noise in a continuous
position measurement.
The strength of opto-mechanical coupling increases with the amount of light power
that is used to sense the test mass position and its susceptibility to the radiation pressure
force, in particular with smaller masses. Therefore, today’s fabrication techniques for
micro-mechanical oscillators have opened new possibilities to study the coupling of light
and mechanical devices as reviewed in Ref. [10].
One major adversary for high precision experiments targeting the quantum regime
is thermal noise caused by mechanical dissipation related to optical multilayer coatings
[11, 12]. However, avoiding such coatings comes at the expense of low reflectivity, which
raises the need of novel interferometer topologies. Therefore, thin silicon nitride (SiN)
membranes placed in a high finesse cavity [13, 15, 14] are being investigated in order to
observe quantization of an oscillators mechanical energy via non-linear opto-mechanical
coupling. Besides the low effective mass of about 100 ng, SiN-membranes provide high
mechanical quality factors exceeding 106 at 300 K and 107 at 300 mK [16].
If a semi-transparent component is used (e.g. SiN membranes with a reflectivity
≤ 40 % at a laser wavelength of 1064 nm) as common end mirror for the two arms of
a Michelson interferometer the transmitted light forms a Sagnac interferometer. This
Michelson-Sagnac interferometer is compatible with advanced interferometer techniques
such as power-recycling and signal-recycling [17, 18], which potentially increase optomechanical coupling as investigated in Ref. [19]. It was shown that quantum radiation
pressure noise can dominate thermal noise by a factor of three around its eigenfrequency
for an incident power of 1 kW, which in principle can be realized with power-recycling,
or for an incident power of 1 W if signal-recycling is adopted. Since in either case
the membrane needs to be cooled to a temperature of 1 K, optical absorption in the
membrane has to be minimized.
Here, we demonstrate that the lowest optical absorption can be achieved for
mechanical oscillators with subwavelength optical thickness placed in the node of a
standing wave that is inherent to the Michelson-Sagnac interferometer. Experimentally
we identified optical absorption by changes in the eigenfrequency of a SiN membrane,
which was accompanied by a decrease of its mechanical quality factor. We further show
that placing the membrane in a node is compatible with operating the interferometer
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at its dark fringe, which will enable the implementation of advanced interferometer
techniques.
2. Light field amplitudes in a Michelson-Sagnac interferometer
A displacement ∆x of the common end mirror in a Michelson-Sagnac interferometer
(Michelson-Sagnac ifo) (see Fig. 1(a)) causes a differential arm length change of ∆l =
la − lb = 2∆x thus leading to light power variations at the output ports. With respect
to advanced interferometer techniques such as power- and signal-recycling [17, 18] as
indicated in Fig. 1(b) operating the interferometer at its dark fringe is essential.
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Figure 1. (a) Sketch of a Michelson-Sagnac interferometer with a translucent
membrane as common end mirror for the two arms of a Michelson interferometer.
A displacement ∆x of the membrane leads to differential arm length change of
∆l = la − lb = 2∆x that can be sensed at the signal port. The transmitted light
forms a Sagnac interferometer, which has a dark signal port for a 50/50 beam splitter
independent of the mirror position. (b) The combined Michelson-Sagnac interferometer
operated on its dark fringe enables the use of advanced interferometer techniques
such as power-recycling and signal-recycling to increase opto-mechanical coupling as
theoretically investigated in [19].

In this section we show that the tuning of the Michelson interferometer (Michelson
ifo) via a displacement of the membrane is related to the position of the membrane in
a standing-wave, originating from the counterpropagating, transmitted light fields that
form a Sagnac interferometer (Sagnac ifo). Therefore, the light fields (amplitude and
phase) to the interferometers signal port will be derived first.
For the phase relations of reflected and transmitted light fields at the central beam
splitter we follow Ref. [20]. With the numbering of ports given in Fig. 1(a) the complex
amplitude reflectivity and transmissivity of a lossless beam splitter rij = rbs exp(iΘij )
∗
and tij = tbs exp(iΘij ), respectively, are restricted by r12 = r34
and t13 = −t∗24 to ensure
energy conservation. Assuming the beam splitter further to be reciprocal (Θij = Θji )
these relations are fulfilled by the following phase relations
Θ12 = −Θ34

and Θ13 = −Θ24 ± π,

(1)
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which enable to set phases for reflection and transmission independent of each other.
The complex coefficients of the common end mirror are written in the same manner
as r = rm exp(iΘrm ) and t = tm exp(iΘtm ) and will be investigated further in the next
section for a translucent mirror with non-zero absorption. The accumulated phases for
propagating light fields of wavelength λ in a Michelson-Sagnac ifo with arm lengths la
and lb leaving at the signal port are at a glance
Θsa1 = Θ12 + Θ34 + Θtm + k(la + lb ),

(2)

Θsa2 = Θ13 + Θ24 + Θtm + k(la + lb ),

(3)

Θmi1 = Θ12 + Θ24 + Θrm + 2kla ,

(4)

Θmi2 = Θ13 + Θ34 + Θrm + 2klb ,

(5)

with the wavenumber k = 2π/λ. Consequently the sum of all light field amplitudes at
the signal port is given by
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The differential phase of the Sagnac ifo is Θsa1 − Θsa2 = ±π. Hence, in case of a 50/50
2
beam splitter (rbs
= t2bs = 0.5) these light fields cancel and the resulting normalized
output power reads
2
P50/50 /Pin = |aout /ain |2 = rm
cos2 (k(la − lb ) + Θ12 − Θ13 ± π/2) ,

(8)

which is minimal (dark fringe condition) for differential arm lengths ∆l = la − lb of
k∆l = (Θ13 − Θ12 ± mπ) with m = 0, 1, 2, . . .

.

(9)

In case of non 50/50 splitting ratios the residual but constant amplitude of the Sagnac
ifo needs to be considered. These basic results are illustrated in Fig. 2 based on Eq. (7)
2
for two different splitting ratios and a power reflectivity of the membrane rm
= 0.3.
For not too extreme splitting ratios the amplitudes of a detuned Michelson ifo (counterrotating blue phasors) are able to cancel the residual amplitude of the Sagnac ifo (not
rotating black phasors).
2.1. Standing wave in a Michelson-Sagnac interferometer
The two counterpropagating light fields in the interferometer, transmitted through the
membrane, form a standing wave in terms of electrical field strength. An anti-node
(maximal electric field amplitude) will be present when both fields have accumulated
equal phases (at the interferometer’s center) or in integer (m = 0, 1, 2, . . .) distances of
half a wavelength from that point which can be written as
m
m
Θ12 + k(la ± λ) = Θ13 + k(lb ∓ λ)
(10)
2
2
⇒ k(la − lb ) = Θ13 − Θ12 ∓ 2mπ,
(11)
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Figure 2. Interference of the interferometer’s Michelson (blue arrows) and Sagnac
(black arrows) light field amplitudes at the signal port. The resulting output power
|aout |2 (see Eq. (7)) is shown as a red line, normalized to the input power, for different
splitting ratios of the central beam splitter. The phasors illustrate the interference of
the combined interferometer. While the light fields transmitted through the membrane
(black arrows) are constantly out of phase by 180 deg, the reflected ones (blue arrows)
are counterrotating for an end mirror displacement ∆x. In case of not too extreme
splitting ratios the amplitudes of the Michelson interferometer can compensate a
residual amplitude from the Sagnac interferometer.

while nodes (minimal electric field amplitude) are described by
2m + 1
2m + 1
λ) = Θ13 + k(lb ∓
λ)
Θ12 + k(la ±
4
4
⇒ k(la − lb ) = Θ13 − Θ12 ∓ (2m + 1)π.

(12)
(13)

Comparing these relations with Eq. (9) one finds that the latter two correspond to the
dark fringe condition for the signal port in case of a 50/50 beam splitter. We would like
to note that this result is independent of the actual beam splitter phases, since they have
not been specified so far. In case of other splitting ratios a superposition of a standing
and a travelling wave (partial standing wave) will be present in the interometer, but with
minima and maxima in electrical field amplitude at the same mirror positions. Hence,
only for ’roughly balanced’ beam splitting ratios nodes and anti-nodes will coincide with
a dark signal port. In the next section the implications of the standing wave to optical
absorption of a translucent mirror will be quantified.
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3. Optical absorption of a translucent mirror
The optical properties of a translucent material with complex index of refraction
0
n2 = n + in00 (see Fig. 3(a)) surrounded by a non-absorbing material Im(n1 ) = 0
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Figure 3. (a) Multiple interference model used to calculate the complex reflection and
transmission coefficients (r, t) of a translucent material with thickness d and non-zero
absorption Im(n2 ) > 0 surrounded by vacuum n1 = 1. (b) Membrane position in the
Michelson-Sagnac interferometer with respect to the counterpropagating light fields a1
and a2 .

can be derived by a multiple interference model with the well known Fresnel equations
for reflection and transmission under normal incidence at the material boundaries [21]
n1 − n2
n2 − n1
2n1
2n2
r1 =
, r2 =
, t1 =
, and t2 =
. (14)
n1 + n2
n1 + n2
n1 + n2
n1 + n2
The incident light field a0 is partly reflected r1 and transmitted t1 at the surface. The
transmitted light field undergoes several internal reflections r2 . After each transit of
optical thickness n2 d a part is coupled out via transmission t2 . Summing up all fields
one arrives at the membrane’s complex amplitude reflectivity and transmissivity
r = r1 + t1 t2 r2 e2ikn2 d

∞ 
X

r22 e2ikn2 d

m=0

t = t1 t2 eikn2 d

∞ 
X
m=0

r22 e2ikn2 d

m

=

m

=

r1 + r2 e2ikn2 d
,
1 − r22 e2ikn2 d

t1 t2 eikn2 d
,
1 − r22 e2ikn2 d

(15)
(16)

which simplifies for a layer surrounded by vacuum (n1 = 1) to
(n22 − 1) sin(kn2 d)
,
(17)
2in2 cos(kn2 d) + (n22 + 1) sin(kn2 d)
2in2
t=
.
(18)
2in2 cos(kn2 d) + (n22 + 1) sin(kn2 d)
For a translucent mirror in the Michelson-Sagnac ifo one has to consider two
counterpropagating incident fields (a1 , a2 ) as depicted in Fig. 3(b). If we generalize
for arbitrary incident fields, as a result from unequal beam splitting ratios (tbs 6= rbs ),
the outgoing fields are given as
r= −

b1 = rrbs ei(2kla +Θ12 ) ain + ttbs ei(k(la +lb )+Θ13 ) ain ,

(19)

b2 = rtbs ei(2klb +Θ13 ) ain + trbs ei(k(la +lb )+Θ12 ) ain .

(20)
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The absorption loss can then be derived by




A = 1 − |b1 |2 + |b2 |2 /|ain |2

(21)
i

h

= 1 − |r|2 + |t|2 + (r∗ t + t∗ r)2rbs tbs cos(k(∆l) + Θ12 − Θ13 ) ,

(22)

which in case of rbs = 0, tbs = 1 is the absorption of a travelling wave, which is
independent of the mirror position. In Fig. 4 the absorption loss given by Eq. (22)
is exemplified by a plot drawn for a SiN membrane with index of refraction n2 =
2.2 + i1.5 × 10−4 at a laser wavelength of λ = 1064 nm [15] dependent on its geometrical
thickness d. Here, we have chosen a perfect 50/50 beam splitter, which gives the largest
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Figure 4. Absorption coefficient of SiN-membranes with index of refraction of
n2 = 2.2 + i1.5 × 10−4 at a laser wavelength of λ = 1064 nm [15] depending on its
geometrical thickness d. The impact of a placing the membrane in a node and antinode of a standing wave as well as in travelling wave are compared.

difference for a mirror placed at node and anti-node, given by Eq. (13) and Eq. (11),
respectively. In particular for membranes with thickness d  λ optical absorption can
be significantly lower if being placed at a node.
4. Experimental results with a SiN-membrane
We experimentally investigated the impact of high laser power on a translucent
mechanical oscillator in a Michelson-Sagnac interferometer. Namely we investigated
frequency shifts and a corresponding decrease in the membrane’s mechanical quality
factor caused by optical absorption. For this purpose we have chosen a commercially
available low-stress SiN membrane [22].
The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 5. The interferometer including a 66 nm
thin SiN membrane with a measured power transmissivity of t2m = 0.696 at a laser
wavelength of 1064 nm was set up in a vacuum environment ≤ 10−6 mbar. This enabled
us to study the membrane motion unaffected of viscous damping caused by residual
gas. The laser preparation, namely spatial filtering via a triangular cavity (MC) [23]
as well as a mode matching telescope were set up outside the vacuum chamber. The
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Figure 5. Experimental setup including spatial filtering via a triangular modecleaning
cavity (MC) and calibrated photodiodes to measure incident (PDin ), transmitted
(PDT ), and reflected (PDR ) light power simultaneously. The Michelson-Sagnac
interferometer (Michelson-Sagnac ifo) was operated at a pressure of ≤ 10−6 mbar,
which was sufficient to exclude viscous damping of the membrane’s motion.

Oscillator amplitude [a.u.]

beam diameter on the membrane with area of (D2 = 1.5 × 1.5)mm2 was ≈ 500 µm. The
incident (PDIn ), reflected (PDR ), and transmitted light power (PDT ) with respect to the
interferometer were measured with calibrated photodiodes. By placing the membrane
at the center of the interferometer (la = lb ) we achieved a high interference contrast
with losses of ≈ 400 ppm (ratio of reflected (PDR ) and transmitted power (PDT ) at a
dark fringe).
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Figure 6. Measured spectrum of eigenfrequencies fpq for our SiN-membrane and
predicted values with the parameters given in Eq. (23). Note, that the widths of the
resonances were dominated by the resolution bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer.

In a first measurement we confirmed that the eigenfrequencies of a square membrane
with side length D are well predicted by
v
u

fpq

1uσ
= t
2 ρ

!

p2 + q 2
,
D2

(23)

where σ is the tensile stress [24]. Assuming a material density of ρ = 2.7 g/cm3 we
find σ ≈ 129 MPa for the sample under investigation with its fundamental mode at
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f11 ≈ 103 kHz. The spectra of measured and predicted eigenfrequencies are in good
agreement as shown in Fig. 6. According to Eq. (23) one can expect that heating the
membrane (neglecting effects from the frame) via optical absorption will result in a
decreased eigenfrequency due to expansion and thus lower stress.
2
The beam splitter used in the experiment had a splitting ratio of rbs
/t2bs =
0.486/0.514 for s-polarized light, which allowed us to measure frequency shifts for a
membrane positioned at an optical node and anti-node for the interferometer operated
close to its dark fringe. The impact of a travelling wave was measured by misaligning
one of the interferometer’s steering mirrors. The light reflected from the membrane
was then brought to interference with an auxilary beam outside the vacuum chamber,
forming an Michelson interferometer (not shown in Fig. 5), in order to measure the
membrane’s eigenfrequency. The measured decrease in frequency ∆f for varying input
power is shown in Fig. 7(a). Based on Eq. (22) we calculated the corresponding optical
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Figure 7. (a) Measured shifts of the membrane eigenfrequency ∆f for different light
powers at the optical node and anti-node of a standing wave in the Michelson-Sagnac
interferometer as well as for a travelling wave. (b) Corresponding optical absorption
calculated via Eq. (22), giving A∆f = 0.0373∆f − 0.0011∆f 2 via a polynomial fit.

absorption (see Fig. 7(b)). As a result we determined the relation between frequency
shift and optical absorption A∆f via a polynomial fit to be
A∆f = 0.0373∆f − 0.0011∆f 2

(24)

for the given membrane and beam size. Here, we have assumed that optical properties
do not change for larger absorption. In order to compare the theoretical predictions
for the position dependent absorption in the Michelson-Sagnac interferometer, namely
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the cosine dependence of Eq. (22), we have measured the interferometer’s output
power (PDR , PDT ) for different membrane displacements ∆x (see Fig. 8(a)(b)) and
corresponding frequency shifts. Based on Eq. (24) we related the measured position
dependent frequency shifts to optical absorption, which is shown in Fig. 8(c)(d). The
measurements were carried out for s- and p-polarized light to test the theoretical
2
/t2bs , which were
predictions for different splitting ratios of the central beam splitter rbs
measured to be 0.486/0.514 and 0.241/0.759, respectively.
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Figure 8. (a),(b) Measured and predicted (solid line) output powers of the MichelsonSagnac interferometer (s- and p-polarized incident light) for a membrane displacement
∆x and constant incident power of ≈ 600 mW. (c),(d) Corresponding optical absorption
derived by measured frequency shifts and applying Eq. (24). The lowest optical
absorption can be achieved for an interferometer with a close to 50/50 beam splitter
operated at a particular dark fringe.

The experimental results demonstrate that the lowest optical absorption can be
achieved in a Michelson-Sagnac interferometer operated at its dark fringe for a close
to 50/50 splitting ratio of the central beam splitter. The absorption for p-polarized
light was less pronounced compared to s-polarized light due to the existence of a partial
standing wave. We further measured the impact of optical absorption on the mechanical
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quality factor. Ring-down time measurements of the membrane’s amplitude after an
excitation were taken for various frequency shifts. The results in Fig. 9 show a significant
decrease in the membrane’s mechanical quality factor with increasing absorption by
about an order of magnitude. Each point shown was averaged over five measurements.
Although the presented decrease in mechanical quality factor is specific for the given
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Figure 9. Measured mechanical quality factors for a range of negative frequency
shifts ∆f caused by optical absorption with increased laser power. Quality factors
were determined from ring-down time measurements.

setup it emphasizes that optical absorption needs to be minimized, which is possible
with the interferometer topology investigated here.
5. Conclusion
We have realized a Michelson-Sagnac interferometer containing a SiN membrane as a
high-quality mechanical oscillator. We have measured the frequency and the mechanical
quality of the membrane’s fundamental mode of motion and found a pronounced
influence of the membrane’s microscopic position within the interferometer. By placing
the membrane into the node of the standing optical wave of the interferometer, lowest
values for absorption and quality factor degradation have been observed. Our optical
models have been found to be in excellent agreement with our experimental data. Since
the coupling of a light field to the motion of a mechanical oscillator via radiation pressure
does not depend on the light power at the position of the oscillator but on the power
reflected from the oscillator, our setup provides a promising approach for quantum optomechanical experiments with oscillators showing substantial light transmission and also
optical absorption.
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